Abstract-Image registration is the key of target measurement, pattern recognition and computer vision. In view of characteristics of images from spatial multi-views, the principle of coarse-to-fine is used to study the registration of multi-view images. Based on image segmentation, taking uncertainty of information from multiview images into consideration, we regard robust regional features including area, dominant hue, n-order geometric moments as descriptors of connected regions and then fuzzify the connected regions. By introducing fuzzy implication, matching degree between connected regions in multi-views images is calculated. Then the best matching relation between connected regions is built via fuzzy reasoning. Finally, the feedback correction is used to matching relationship between feature points of connected regions. Then the adaptive accurate registration between multi-view images is achieved. The validity of proposed method is demonstrated through experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image registration is the important foundation of multiview image processing and fusion, object detection and recognition and computer vision. Recently, many researchers have studied on image registration and alignment of medical images,large-scale scene images and satellite remote sensing images. The basic idea is to detect feature information of different viewpoint images, calculate the similarity measures among the selected features and establish the feature matching relationship and transformation model between different viewpoint images [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Due to the diversity of images to be processed,incompleteness of information and other factors, as well as the different applications, the present registration methods mainly have been based on feature points,line segments and regions, and thus both the complexity of process and results of registration also have greatly difference. Lowe utilized the invariant feature of points in image, such as rotation invariance, translation invariance and scale invariance to match gray images [14] . Eric et al, introduced the global texture description vector G into the original SIFT feature vector L, and used ω to adjust the weight of the L and G, thus achieved image registration using global information [15] . Since this method has been taken account of not only local neighbourhood information of feature points but also extracted the global texture characteristics, the matching had a relative reasonableness., According to transformation model for color images formed by Von Kries, Wu et al established color invariant space, used SIFT algorithm to achieve the feature point detection in this space, obtained the corresponding matching between feature points based on second-order local differential model(LDP) and RANSAC algorithm and established the transform relationship between all multi-view images [16] . These image registration methods based on feature points have better results on rotating and zooming images, but they have been difficult to achieve precise registration on image deformation such as twisting and flipping ， Moreover, the distribution of feature points will be influenced by object structure and texture which causes the transform unreasonable. Due to the deformation rule between different viewpoint images matching based on line segment is difficult to grasp, therefore has not an effective image registration method based on line segment. Peter et al, proposed a multi-mode image registration method based on multi-resolution regional features [17] . Ming et al, established matching relationship between regions using regional SIFT descriptors [18] . Zhen et al, achieved region matching accorded to the collaborative optimization between regions and invariant moments [19, 20] . These regionbased registration methods have better results on translation,rotation and scaling of rigid body, however, when targets appear distorted in different viewpoint images or non-rigid deformation, the matching errors are larger.
This paper combines characteristics of space multiview images and mutual relationship, based on the usage of image segmentation divide the image into some connected regions, extract robust region features of connected regions including region's area, shape eccentricity, dominant hue, n-order geometric moments, and then fuzzify these features. Meanwhile, by introducing fuzzy implication, fuzzy matching degree between connected regions in different viewpoint images is calculated, so as to get the best match between regions. Finally, the matched feature points between connected regions matched each other are used to feedback correction and fitting establish spatial transform relationship between connected regions, thus achieved the precise registration between different viewpoints images. The method provided a theoretical basis for multi-view color image registration, also has important theoretical and practical significance in the field of underwater object tracking,military surveillance and virtual scene reconstruction, etc.
II. CONNECTED REGION MATCHING BASED ON FUZZY REASONING

A. Basic Operations of Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic are efficient mathematical tools to solve uncertainty problems and play important roles in image processing, machine vision and intelligent control.
Suppose that T is the binary function on [0,1] satisfying, for arbitrary r, s, t∈ [0, 1] 
T is called a triangular norm, briefly t-norm. Both T(s, t) = min(s, t) and T(s, t) = max(0, s+t-1) are two usually used t-norms [21] .
Fuzzy implication is the basis and important component of fuzzy logic and fuzzy reasoning. Fuzzy implication is the generalization and fuzzification of classic logical implication which can be characterized by a binary function on [0,1]. It is non-increasing with respect to the first variable and non-decreasing about the second variable. In theories and applications, fuzzy implication and t-norm T are normally contacted by the following form ( , ) ( ( , ( ))
Where
Then (1) and (2) are respectively called the negative implication and residual implication of t-norm T, denoted by I S and I R . Let U be a non-empty set called university of discourse. A fuzzy set on U is determined by a mapping μ from U to The degrees of intersection and inclusion of two fuzzy sets can be quantitatively described by t-norm and fuzzy implication. Assume that F 1 and F 2 are two fuzzy sets on university U, the intersection degree between F 1 and F 2 is 1 2 ( ( ), ( ))
can characterize the degree of fuzzy set F 1 equal to F 2 , where t-norm T can be selected flexibly according to actual needs and the negative implication or residual implication of T is selected as the fuzzy implication.
B. The Basic Features of Connected Regions and Their
Fuzzy Analysis Several connected regions of irregular shape are obtained by using some kind of image segmentation method to the multi-view images. Due to the influence of observation views and illumination the corresponding connected regions after segmentation are not completely the same between multi-view images. The robust regional features including area, shape eccentricity, dominant hue and n-order geometric moments are selected as the descriptors of connected regions in this paper. A method of fuzzy reasoning is introduced to match the connected regions in multi-view images.
The total number of pixels in a connected region is regarded as its area. The feature of area is fuzzified using fuzzy linguistic variables (fuzzy sets) such as smaller, small, medium, large and larger. Assume that the minimum and maximum areas of connected regions are S min and S max respectively, the area is fuzzified to m s fuzzy linguistic variables. Taking the relative local stability of connected regions into account, we characterized each fuzzy set by a trapezoidal fuzzy number, namely
In the above formula s means the area of connected regions, i is the label of fuzzy sets and i = 0,1,…m S -1. We take the case of m S = 5 for example and the fuzzy sets are illustrated in Figure 1 . The fitting elliptical eccentricity is defined as the shape eccentricity of connected regions which can characterize the region shape objectively. The shape eccentricity of connected regions is fuzzified into m e fuzzy linguistic variables (fuzzy sets) such as relatively oblate, oblate, relatively round and round. The feature of n-order geometric moments of connected regions with translational and rotational invariance reflects the regional information distribution objectively. The 2-order geometric moment is generally utilized which can be divided into m m fuzzy linguistic variables (fuzzy sets).We can fuzzify the 2-order geometric moment to five fuzzy linguistic variables such as smaller, small, medium, large and larger.
The dominant hue of connected regions means the average hue level of pixels in each connected region. The dominant hue is represented by m c fuzzy linguistic variables (fuzzy sets), namely F l c (l=0,…,m c -1), such as red, yellow, green, cyan, blue and brown according to human's vision. To guarantee the relative stability of region hue, the trapezoidal fuzzy number is adopted to characterize each fuzzy set. Here we take the description of six dominant hues (namely red, yellow, green, cyan, blue and brown) as example and the membership functions of fuzzy sets are showed in Figure 2 . Note that the first fuzzy set, representing red is composed of two parts. For connected regions in multi-view images the membership values of each region to the corresponding fuzzy sets are calculated respectively according to their area, dominant hue, shape eccentricity and n-order geometric moments.
C. Fuzzy Matching between Connected Regions
Due to the uncertainty of the corresponding regional evolution between multi-view images, fuzzy implication is introduced to calculate the similarity degree between connected regions according to the fuzzified features such as area, shape eccentricity, dominant hue and n-order geometric moments. Then the similarity degree of two connected regions can be measured objectively via the proposed fuzzy implication.
Assume that R A and R B are connected regions, the fuzzy similarity degrees with respect to the area, shape eccentricity, dominant hue, and n-order geometric moment between R A and R B are respectively defined as follows After calculating the fuzzy similarity degrees of all features between two regions, the similarity degree between two regions is considered as the compositions of all fuzzy similarities. To fuse all similarities, we take their weighted multiplication as the fuzzy similarity degree between connected regions R A and R B formulas follows There may be the dilemma that any mutual matching regions couldn't be found for several connected regions between original image and its candidate registration images due to the influence of factors such as the illumination, the angle of view and the target depth of field. These regions unable to match are finally emerged into their adjacent regions with a long boundary which have been matched already. Then the registration of connected regions between multi-view images is achieved.
III. MULTI-VIEWS IMAGE REGISTRATION
Based on connected regional matching, we firstly extract the corners and inflections on edges as well as the local extremes within regions as feature points. Then, Gaussian multi-scale analysis method is used to create the matching relations between feature points and establish the space transform between regions [14] . In theory, the space transform between connected regions T P consists of a series of affine transforms rather than a simple space transform due to the effects of camera site, the depth of objects, equipment error and so on.
A spatial transform between two pixels is presented for each connected region as follows:
T stand for pixel coordinates of the original image and the image for registration respectively. Since an image is a twodimension surface, the transform matrix T P forms as (15) where N is the number of matched pair of feature points in the connected region. In fact, the feature point matching process inevitably exist the matching error. In order to reduce this error, bidirectional transformation and feedback compensation is used to amend the space transform between images. Therefore, space transformation between connected regions can be precisely determined.
Thus, the space transform between multi-view images consists of all transforms for connected regions. Since there are overlaps and gaps between adjacent transformed regions, interpolation is used to solve this problem. Then the space transform (i.e. matching relationship) between multi-view images is established.
IV. COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
The experiments are conducted on actual multi-view photography of Adornment. And fuzzy implication is taken as the Lukasiewicz implication The results of registration for natural multi-view images show that the proposed method can obtain more matching feature points than other methods. And the space distribution of fecture points is relative uniform while those of other methods suffer from the effects of the shape of object, texture structure and so on. Since the feature points of both SIFT-GC and LDP-SIFT are isolate points, one cannot determine relevance between them. Thus, there is only one space transformation fitted in an image, which cannot reflect real space transformation between multi-view images, especially when an object is provided with dark depth of field which will lead to image distortion shown as figure 7(c),(e). The proposed method creats a space transform for each connected region based on connectivity theory, which can preserve the shape characteristic of obects and reduce the effect of the depth of field to some extent. The obtained transform can reveal the real space transformation and lead to high matching precision between multi-view images.
V. CONCLUSION
Combining with the characteristics and mutual relationship of multi-view images, reional area, regional shape eccentricity, dominant hue and n-order geometric moments are introduced and fuzzied as regional descriptors the proposed method based on the usage of image segmentation. Fuzzy implication is employed to calculate fuzzy matching degree between multi-view images. Then, the best matching relation is reasoned. Finally, matching relations between feature points of connected regions and their feedback corrections are used to establish the transforms between connected regions and achieve accurate registration between multi-views images. matching relationship between feature points of connected regions. Experiments show that compared with SIFT-GC and LDP-SIFT algorithms the proposed method has much advantage in the number and distribution of feature points and can well establish the matching relationship between multi-view images.
